Accuracy of the nasal-tragus length measurement for correct endotracheal tube placement in a cohort of neonatal resuscitation simulators.
Nasal-tragus length (NTL) estimates of endotracheal tube (ETT) depth are replacing weight-based estimates for endotracheal tube depth in neonates requiring endotracheal intubation. Existing neonatal simulators were designed before interest in using the NTL, and may lack fidelity in this measurement. The objective of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of the adjusted NTL formula and the Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) gestational age/weight-based ETT depth chart in predicting proper endotracheal tube insertion depth in a cohort of neonatal simulators. The NTL and appropriate intubation depth to the mid-trachea were measured for 11 commonly used neonatal intubation simulators. The NTL+1 cm formula incorrectly estimates the mid-tracheal depth in 82% of simulators, and the weight-based chart incorrectly estimates depth in 75% of test simulators. Only one simulator experienced a mainstem intubation with ETT insertion to the depth predicted by the NTL+1 cm formula. The majority of neonatal resuscitation simulations lacked physical fidelity with regard to mid-tracheal ETT insertion depth. The NRP gestational age/weight-based chart outperformed the NTL+1 cm formula but still resulted in endotracheal tube misplacement in the majority of neonatal simulators. The majority of simulators had adequate functional fidelity using either method for ETT depth estimation.